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Abstract

Kreisel’s set-theoretic problem is the problem as to whether any logical consequence of ZFC is ensured to be true. Kreisel and Boolos both proposed
an answer, taking truth to mean truth in the background set-theoretic universe.
This article advocates another answer, which lies at the level of models of set
theory, so that truth remains the usual semantic notion. The article is divided
into three parts. It first analyzes Kreisel’s set-theoretic problem and proposes
one way in which any model of set theory can be compared to a background universe and shown to contain internal models. It then defines logical consequence
with respect to a model of ZFC, solves the model-scaled version of Kreisel’s
set-theoretic problem, and presents various further results bearing on internal
models. Finally, internal models are presented as accessible worlds, leading to
an internal modal logic in which internal reflection corresponds to modal reflexivity, and resplendency corresponds to modal axiom 4.

Georg Kreisel and George Boolos both raised the following problem: given the
language L of first-order set theory, how can one be sure that any logically valid
L-sentence is true? By itself, first-order logic does not seem to guarantee it at all.
This problem is the Valid Hence True problem (hereafter VHT problem). Kreisel’s
answer is positive and appeals to the completeness theorem for first-order logic. Boolos provides two answers, which resort to the reflection principle and to the completeness theorem, respectively. In both cases, Boolos proves logical validity to guarantee
simple truth, and the proof relies on nontrivial reasons, but there is no reason after
all why the truth being a consequence of logical validity should be immediate and
obvious.
The VHT problem has been set up by Kreisel, and by Boolos as well, at the level
of the background set-theoretic universe: is any L-sentence that is logically valid
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